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STRONG

in Azerbaijan

Coaching Girls to become Independent Women1
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Playing football like a girl...
We’re girls...
When tackled we get up and play
on.
We don’t flop around and
pretend to be hurt.
We don’t dive, and try to get
opponents sent off.
We don’t wrestle during corner
kicks, and,
We don’t hassle match officials.
Yeh - we play football like girls Fast - Strong - Fair.
Based on a letter to the editor
by David Hickey, Wales
During the Women’s World Cup 2015

The publication is part of a joint project of UNICEF Azerbaijan and the Association of Football Federations of Azerbaijan,
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Coaching Girls to become Independent Women
A note for Coaches
Regardless of their future roles in society, the girls playing football today will become
the women of Azerbaijan’s future, and as a football coach you have the huge
responsibility of helping those girls grow up to be strong, confident, and independent
women.
Because you coach, you are an important community leader, and with being a leader
comes the responsibility to work towards making football a sport:
•

Without discrimination

•

Without gender based violence

If you are a man coaching a girl’s team, your coaching gives you a wonderful opportunity to be an outstanding role model for how a strong male leader treats the young
women on his team with dignity, and respect, while encouraging them to support
each other, take leadership roles, and make decisions for themselves.
As a female coach you ARE a role model for the girls and young women you work
with and whether you know it or not; how you act WILL have a lasting impact on the
girls you coach.
This booklet is designed to help coaches and clubs grow the female game by making
football safer, more welcoming, and more enjoyable for girls and young women.
“The coach should communicate well with players both on and
off the field, and treat all players equally.
Firangiz Teymurova, Azerbaijan U-19 Women’s National Team
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Coaching Girls and Women
Football is football. While there may be small differences in skills, tactics, and
strategy, between the male and female versions of the game, the vast majority of
the game is the same - and the world’s best female footballers show remarkable
fitness and skill. Who would not want to play alongside Marta, Christine Sinclair,
Abby Wambach or Birgit Prinz?
International research1 has shown that coaching young women is different from
coaching young men - but it is not WHAT you coach that’s different - it’s HOW you
coach for best results that needs to be changed.
Coaching Boys: When boys play together they make a real effort in practice and
show their skills in team play. This leads to good results quickly, and as the team
works together the team members are accepted into the team. Those who don’t
try hard enough are soon excluded
by other team members. Boys don’t
have to even like each other to play
well together. Effort leads to results
and eventually to acceptance
Coaching Girls: Girls are often
reluctant to show real effort or their
best skills until they feel accepted by
the other girls on the team, and girls
who are not accepted by team mates
rarely1 play at their best. Once they
feel accepted they can thrive - try
hard and show their real skills.
Acceptance leads to effort, and that
effort eventually leads to the team
playing together at the highest level.

1 Harber, V. Canadian Journal for Women in Coaching Online; July 2015, Vol. 15, No. 2
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Coaching - What players told us
Don’t Keep Yelling - it doesn’t help us learn!
During interviews with young female players from Azerbaijan they told us they loved
to be coached - they wanted to learn new skills, and they wanted their coaches to
suggest ways they could get better - but they also said, time and time again - that
they don’t learn when coaches yell at them.
When coaches yell at them, players told us they can’t focus on what they’re being
told, and can’t change the way they are doing the skill.

How girls told us they wanted to be coached

•

Explain to us why we need to learn the skill and when we need to use the
skill in the game.

•

Demonstrate how the skill is performed - with a brief description (please,
don’t provide too much information at one time)

•

Let us practice the skill - and if we are doing it wrong, tell us what to do to
make it right.

•

Let us use the skill in a fun game or activity (2-on-2 or 3-on-3) so that we get
to use the skill in a game situation.

•
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Encourage us to use the skill we learned in real game situations.

What this means
Focus on the Process - not the result
As girls we’ve not had the chance to play football for very long. We love the game, but
might not know as much about it as the boys who’ve been playing for much longer.
This means you might assume we know things that we DON’T know. We are not stupid - it just means we need you to teach us more about the game
If you help us learn, and concentrate on the process of learning, we’ll get
better faster and results will come!

Coach for Long-Term Player Development

Coaches can coach forv immediate success, or for the long-term development of
their athletes. Coaching for immediate success often means not using newly learned
skills in game situations and relying only on what has worked in the past.
Coaches of girls and young females must show their players that the most important thing is to develop their game and develop as individuals to become confident,
independent athletes who know right from wrong and who act on that knowledge.
Since not all players will reach the highest level in the game your job as a coach is to
coach every athlete for success in life - not just for success in sport.
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Building Self-Esteem
Self-esteem is a person’s evaluation of their self-worth - how good they feel about
themselves. When girls have high-self esteem they are more confident, more
outgoing, and perform better in sport and in life.
Positive self-esteem comes from accomplishments, from learning new skills and
from having others recognize what you have achieved.
Girls who are already playing football build their self-esteem through being well
coached and from seeing themselves improve their football ability in training and in
competition. They can further improve their self-esteem by becoming role models
for other girls and young women who have not yet had the opportunity to play.

Coaching Activity
Encourage your players to:
Set and accomplish football goals - like learning a new skill or improving fitness.
Bring a friend who has never played football to a “try it out” practice.
Talk to their parents about what they have learned in football.
Talk to their school, class, or youth group about their involvement in the sport and
what it means to them.
Bring parents, family and friends

Building players’ self-esteem

to watch them train and play.
Coach supports players
as they work towards goals

Player gets satisfaction from
achieving goal and this
increases self-esteem

Player achieves goal
Player works on goal
Player sets new goal
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Have players set a personal goal in
Skills
Fitness
Life

Being safe in Football and in Life
Unfortunately, the world is not always a safe place, and girls and young women need
to be able to protect themselves from verbal, emotional, physical and sexual harm.
Verbal harm: being called names, or having things said about you that are
hurtful and untrue
Emotional harm: being put down, or made to feel worthless
Physical harm: being hurt or hit, or being prevented from getting medical
treatment if it is needed
Inappropriate contact: being grabbed or fondled, or being forced to take part
in any intimate activity against your will
In football, harm can be done to players by other players, by coaches or officials, by
spectators, or by parents, relatives, stranger or friends; and the harm done can range
from mild to very severe.
In sport it helps to think about player safety in terms of:
Good Practice - doing things the way they should be done to keep players safe
Poor Practice - doing things that put female players at risk of harm
Neglect: NOT doing things that SHOULD be done to keep female players safe,
and
Abuse: Actions that deliberately harm players
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Examples - in Football
Good practice: Waiting in an open public space with your team members until they
are picked up by one of their parents, or having several team members walk back to
their homes together.
Poor Practice: Leaving a young player alone at the end of practice not knowing how
she will get home.
Neglect: Not treating an injury, and letting the player continue to play on when they
are hurt - because they might help you win the game.
Abuse: Deliberately hitting a player because they have made a bad play in an important match for example.

Coaching Activity
Have your players split into 4 small groups, and have each group select or elect a
leader.
Hand a sheet of paper to each group leader. Each sheet has written across the top
ONE of the headings: Good Practice, Poor Practice, Neglect or Abuse.
Give the groups 10 minutes to write down examples of Good Practice, Poor Practice,
Neglect or Abuse (depending on which heading they have on THEIR sheet) related to
Verbal Harm.
Have the group leader report back their examples to the whole team.
Based on the examples provided decide - AS A TEAM - the kind of behaviour that the
team expects from players and coaches.
At different times repeat this activity for Emotional Harm, Physical Harm and other
types of harm.
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How serious?
In football not all rule infractions are equal. In each case the referee sees what happens and makes a decision. The referee might give an indirect free kick, a free kick, or
a penalty - and can also give the player a yellow card as a warning, or a red card and
send them off the field for the rest of the game. If the foul is really bad, the Football
League or Football Federation can suspend the player or even ban them from Football.
In the same way, not all issues are equally serious in life. As coach you might hear a
boy make a not-so-nice comment to one of your players, and while you need to show
your support for your player and address the issue with the boy, simply talking to the
boy and letting him know that his behaviour is not acceptable may be enough.
On the other hand, as coach your players trust you and may tell you about serious
neglect or abuse they are suffering at home or in the community.
If you DO learn (or even suspect) that one of your players is being abused you have a
moral and possibly legal responsibility to take immediate action.
Doing nothing is NOT AN OPTION.
Doing something does NOT mean you have to solve the problem, or deal with it,
by yourself. It means you have to make sure that the right people are notified. This
means notifying your club, and with club management deciding if the
situation is serious enough to take your concerns to child welfare officials and/or the
police.
IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT ABOUT WHETHER OR NOT TO NOTIFY CHILD WELFARE OFFICIALS OR THE POLICE YOU MUST IMMEDIATELY NOTIFY THEM. BEING
IN DOUBT ALREADY MEANS THAT IT IS SERIOUS ENOUGH TO NOTIFY THEM. LET
THEM DECIDE ON THE NEXT STEPS TO TAKE.
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How serious?
During a match, not every time the referee blows her whistle is the infraction
equally serious. Not every issue in life is equally serious either.

Level
Offside

Foul

Yellow Card

Red Card

Banned
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In Football

In Life

Passing the ball to an offside player. Player is never
booked, and this is not a
foul.
A bad tackle, an illegal
push, or a hand-ball that
gives an advantage or could
potentially injure an opponent.
A more serious offence,
often when a tackle could
injure an opponent.

A silly or inappropriate comment
made without any intention of
hurting the person it is said to.

Even more serious offence
where the foul is nasty and
there is a serious risk of
injury (or actual injury) or is
clearly deliberate.
Very serious deliberate injury of opponent or official.
Often a repeat offender.

Verbal abuse, threats to personal
safety or humiliating emotional put-downs or inappropriate
touching.

A silly or inappropriate comment
made with the intention of
hurting, or putting down the
person it is said to.
Mild verbal abuse or implied
threats to personal safety.

Serious verbal, emotional, physical or sexual abuse. May be a
repeat offender.

Offside - in the game
An offside offence is not a foul and players are never booked or sent off for offside.
It is a fairly minor offense, but needs to be penalized to stop players taking advantage
of the situation.

Last defender

(often the goalkeeper)

Offside

Player receives the ball

Second-Last defender
On side
Remember it is the player’s position when
the ball is passed that is important, not
when the ball is received PLUS the offside
player must be involved in the play.

Player who passes
the ball

“Offside” - in life
Boys are offside in life when they make thoughtless comments to or about girls that:
put girls down, are inappropriate, are directed in a negative way at their appearance,
or otherwise are disrespectful. Often those comments are made by boys in a group
who are trying to be clever and funny to their friends, or who are trying to get the
girl’s attention and really don’t know how to. Sometimes the boy’s comments are just
thoughtless.
If comments made to a girl are meant to hurt - then they’re not offside, they’re a foul
and that is much more serious.
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Examples of “Offside” Comments
Examples of offside comments made by boys (and, unfortunately, sometimes by
other girls) would be like these:
Put downs
“Girls shouldn’t be allowed to play football.”
“You kick like a girl.”
Inappropriate comments
“Playing football you’ll never get married.”
Negative about appearance
“You’re too fat to play football.”
“You’re so skinny you’ll get blown over by the wind.”
“Your legs are too thin to tackle anyone.”
Disrespectful
“You should be at home doing housework and looking after your baby
brother.”
“Go home and cook dinner.”
“You can’t understand football because you are a girl.”
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Offside - Advice to your players
As coach you might hear that one or more of your players has been subjected to
cat-calls or taunts, and you need a plan of action.
Here is one approach. Talk directly to your players about:
Thinking about how such comments makes them feel.
Recommend that before they say anything they pause, take a couple of deep breaths,
and decide if this is a battle worth fighting. Suggest they may not want to respond
to every single offside comment, but that there are some that might demand action.
Responding in private - when it is safe to do so
When boys try to impress their friends by making inappropriate comments to girls.
They’re generally just trying to look cool, and shouting back at those boys in front of
their audience might encourage them to say more.
Meeting them in a safe place (for example a classroom) where you can speak to them
one-on-one often works better. Calmly and quietly tell them that what they said
made you feel uncomfortable, that you didn’t like it, and that you hope they won’t
do it again.
Reporting the behaviour
If things continue after they have spoken to the boy then it is probably time for them
to report the harassment to you, the coach, a parent, teacher or other leader.
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Offside - Responding to players’ concerns
When a player comes to you because of offside comments made to them YOU MAKE
THE SITUATION WORSE IF YOU DO NOTHING!
Actions you can take.
1. Make sure your player knows you take her concerns seriously, that you will support
her, and that you will take appropriate action.
2. Talk to the person responsible, in private, and ensure they understand that their
behaviour is unacceptable, that it will not be tolerated, and that it must not be repeated. Make sure they understand that threatening the person who reported the
incident will cause you to take the matter further (to club officials, teachers, parents
or the police).
3. If the person responsible is involved in football, make sure they understand that if
the behaviour is repeated you will report it to their team/club.
4. Make a written record of when the incident happened, and what action you took.
5. Tell your player that you have talked to the person responsible, and make sure your
players knows to tell you if it happens again, or if the person
responsible threatens them in any way.
6. Reinforce to your player that they did the right thing.
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Coaching Activity: Team problem solving
During a stretching cool-down session at the end of practice, or during a
bad-weather indoor session, split players into 3-4 small groups.
•

Have each group talk about the kinds of comments that they find

•

acceptable and those that bother them. Have them make a list of the kinds
of comments that bother them.

•

Have them write down the actions they should take if inappropriate

•

comments are made to them. If necessary try to direct them to the kinds of
actions listed on the previous page. Agree to the course of action that (a)
the team will take and (b) the actions you will take.

•

Make a small poster that outlines the agreed ideas for how you and the
team will deal with the situation - display the poster in a prominent

•

position.
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Coaching Activity: Developing a code of conduct
Having clear rules for the people watching your team train or play can help reduce
“offside” comments.
At a team meeting get everyone together and develop a Code of Conduct for everyone who watches you play. The code of conduct might include things like:
•

No yelling at the players

•

Being respectful of players, coaches and officials

•

Praising good play by both teams

•

No booing or jeering

•

No taunting of players on the other team

•

No swearing or profanity

•

No sexual comments

•

No drinking alcohol or smoking while watching youth games

•

No coaching or instructions for players unless you are the designated

•

(official) coach.

It is important that adults (especially coaches) be the ones to talk to spectators and
ask them to change their behaviour or leave the grounds. Players need to see that
good behaviour is important enough to you as a coach that you take action when
players are subject to unacceptable verbal comments.
Post the Spectator Code of Conduct prominently where spectators can see it.
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Foul - in the game: more serious
More serious than “offsides” are fouls. The infraction is more serious and so are the
consequences.
Sometimes referees do not see fouls that happen in the game. When this happens,
teams can get upset. They get even more upset when they think the referee saw the
foul and did nothing about it.

Fouls - in life
As in football, some bad behaviour towards girls and young women is more serious
than other behaviours - but regardless of just how mild or serious the harassment or
abuse it is CRITICAL that you as coach do something about it just as soon as it
becomes known to you. If you don’t, you are like the referee who sees a foul and fails
to award the free-kick.
Remember: It is NOT your
responsibility to “solve” the
problem, but only to make
sure that you inform the
proper authorities.
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Some fouls are more serious than others, and this table gives some idea of different
levels of foul and suggestions for how they should be reported. In all cases the aim is
to empower girls through helping them take appropriate action.

Level

Action

Offside

“Girls shouldn’t be
playing football”

Don’t report. Speak directly to the person who made the comment if it is safe
to do so.

Foul

“If you play, you
won’t get married”

Generally don’t report. Speak directly
to the person who made the comment
(if it is safe to do so), but if behaviour
continues report to club officials.

Calling a girl or
young woman
an inappropriate,
offensive, name

Report to club officials if the person
who made the comment is involved in
football, and to
parents/teachers if they are not.

Red Card

Inappropriate
touching

Report to child welfare officials. Let
them decide if police are to become
involved.

Banned

Physical or sexual
violence

Report immediately to the Police.

Yellow Card
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Example

What Clubs can do to keep female players safe
Clubs (teams) have a responsibility to keep their players safe, especially their female
players. International best practice often includes the following:
Having an individual responsible for female’s safety
1. Creating an official, or volunteer, team position of “Safety Officer”. The Safety
Officer is a trusted adult female, perhaps the mother of one of the players or a local
health professional, who is not involved in coaching or team selection activities. The
Safety Officer is the person a player can go to for assistance if they are being harassed
or abused by another player, someone on the coaching staff, or anyone else in or
around football.
2. At the start of every season the Safety Officer - alone - meets with the team and
explains the kinds of behaviour that the girls should not have to endure, and provides
contact information so that any player who is experiencing difficulties can report
problems in confidence. Where possible, safety officers should be provided with
training and resource materials.
3. The Safety Officer has two responsibilities. First they should be the “go to” person
players can talk to about inappropriate behaviour they are experiencing, and
secondly they need to report the inappropriate behaviour to the proper authorities.
The proper authorities are: the Football Club for more minor issues, or local child
welfare authorities and/or the Police if things are more serious. IT IS NOT THE
RESPONSIBILITY OF THE SAFETY OFFICER TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM - ONLY TO REPORT
IT TO THE APPROPRIATE AUTHORITY. If in doubt about who to report an incident to,
the Safety Officer should err on the side of caution and report to the higher authority
and let them decide on a appropriate course of action.
Having a Code of Professional Conduct for Coaches and Officials
4. Each club or team should adopt, adapt or develop a code of conduct for its coaches
and officials. Many sports and coaching organizations have already done this work,
and good examples that could be translated into Azeri can be found on-line.
5. Each club or team should have a robust process for dealing with complaints. The
process should protect the player making the complaint, while at the same time
protecting the coach or official from malicious, unfounded, accusations.
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Signs that someone is being abused
Coaches see their players more often than anyone else and are in a good position
to notice any signs of a player being abused. Unfortunately, coaches can also be
abusers, so it is important that everyone involved with a club recognizes the warning
signs.
Signs that player may be being abused (at home or within football)
• Has few friends and little family support
• Is nervous about talking when abuser is close
• Tries to cover up bruises
• Makes excuses or avoids other team members
• Seems sad, lonely, withdrawn and appears afraid
• Seems sick more often and misses practice (no obvious cause of illness)
• Seems defensive and angry
• Copes by using drugs or alcohol

Abuse by coaches
The overwhelming majority of coaches go to great lengths to protect and nurture
their players, but there is a possibility that a few individuals, both male and female,
become coaches because coaching gives them access to potential victims.
International experience1 with abuse by coaches shows that there is often a
pattern to this kind of abuse.
• It is very rare for a sexually abusing coach to abuse more than one player on a team
AT THE SAME TIME. Usually they will abuse one player as long as that player remains
with the team, and then move on to a new victim. THIS IS IMPORTANT.
It is important because of the way that abuse is often investigated. If an investigator
interviews other players on the same team it makes it highly unlikely that any of them
will report abuse. Investigators need to interview players who previously played for
22 1 Fasting, K., Brackenridge, C.H. (2005) Sexual abuse; Sexual harassment; Grooming;Coach-ath
lete relationships. http://bura.brunel.ac.uk/handle/2438/526

the coach being investigated, since there is likely a victim in each “generation” of
players.
• Some players are more at risk than others. Players at increased risk of being abused
are:
LThose with no brothers or sisters who come from a dysfunctional family
LThose athletes who are on the brink of making it to the next level in their sport, and
who are dependent on the coach to make that happen (for example, the coach has
the power to recommend a player be selected to play on a junior national team, and
the power to recommend they not be selected)
LThose athletes who travel alone with their coach to competitions, or share a room
with a coach “to save money” when a team travels.

Coach abuse - signs to watch for
Coaches spend a lot of time around other coaches, and when observing those other
coaches there are abuse warning signs to look out for. Because a coach is successful
and highly regarded is unrelated to whether or not they sexually abuse players.

Signs that a coach may be sexually abusing a player
• The coach has an unusually close relationship with a single player/athlete, and
spends more time with them than with his or her team mates. If the athlete has few
friends and is depending on the coach for friendship this is particularly worrying.
• The relationship with that player changes - with the coach sometimes being
ultra-friendly, and sometimes being very cold towards the player. (this behaviour is
designed to confuse the athlete and make them do things to try to get back into the
coach’s favour).
• There is “ambiguous” touching of the player - often as the coach is physically
supporting him or her as they try a new technique, or as the coach physically guides
the player through a movement.
• There are times when the coach and the athlete are alone for long periods of time
- either in the coach’s office, car or home, or in hostel or hotel rooms when traveling
to training or competition.
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Differences and diversity

All players share the same basic human characteristics, and yet each individual is
different. Each has their own unique combination of body shape, height and weight,
their unique skin colour and ethnic background, their own set of football skills, and
their own unique psychological make up.
Combining players with all of these differences into a single, strong, TEAM is the
biggest challenge that every coach faces, and this task can be made more difficult
when there are players who stand out from the rest of the team - either because of
their race and skin colour, or for other reasons.
During their teen years female football players are maturing and coming into contact
with people from different communities, different backgrounds, different beliefs
and perhaps even different countries. It is therefore important for players to learn
to accept and respect team mates and opponents who may be different in any way.
Footballers need to play alongside, and support, people who are different from them,
and to treat everyone with dignity, kindness and tolerance.
Football has worked hard to eliminate racism from the game and has zero tolerance
for racial slurs, racial language and racial taunts, and this respect for differences
should extend to ANY player who is in any way different from their team mates.
Coaches need to work hard to eliminate any kind of slur and taunt aimed at any
players on their team, and to demonstrate by their actions that slurs and taunts are
not acceptable behaviour among club members and spectators.
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Coaching Activity: Addressing intolerance
During an informal scrimmage - for example a 6-on-6 game at the end of a practice
session, have one player on one team wear a distinctive coloured shirt. Instruct the
players that when you give a signal (three short whistle blasts for example) they are
NOT to pass the ball to their team mate wearing the distinctive shirt. Play this way
for 4 or 5 minutes and then bring the players together to talk about the experience.
•

Ask the players wearing the special shirt how they felt when they were in a
good position to receive the ball but it wasn’t passed to them. They will often
report feeling frustrated, and say that they gave up trying.

•

Ask the other players what impact not passing the ball to the player
wearing the coloured shirt had on play. They will often report:
•

That the team with the left out player was at a disadvantage.

•

The team without the left-out player took advantage of the
situation.

•

Bring the discussion around to the reality that failing to fully make a
person who is different part of the team hurts the WHOLE TEAM.

•

Make the link between the mini-game they have just played and the consequences for the team of not fully embracing any player who is different in any
way, including racial background or religion.

•

If, as coach, you see a player being discriminated against because of their race,
religion, or for any other reason - address the issue with the team and remind
them of this mini-game activity and what they learned from it.
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Think about your coaching
Coaches are busy people, often trying to fit in training sessions, game preparation,
and game-day competition around full-time jobs and family responsibilities. They
don’t often have time to sit back and reflect on how they coach.
Women’s football is still very new in Azerbaijan, and this means many coaches
developed their coaching skills developing boy’s and men’s teams.
Working with females is different.
The information on the next three pages is meant to help you understand some of
the important things you need to think about when working with girls and women,
and perhaps help you change the way you coach so that you can be more effective and get better results..
There is a quick quiz to help you identify things you might need to work on,
plus quick guides to some potential injury issues that are more common in
female; specifically:
•

Protecting female athletes: Injury prevention in females (page 28), and

•

Protecting female athletes: The female triad (page 29). The female triad is
a set of three issues that can occur when a female has an inadequate diet,
either from insufficient or poor quality food or from burning more calories
in exercise than they take in from food.
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Checklist for Coaches
Female Friendly Coaching

Self Assessment Checklist for Coaches
On your own, and in private, answer each of the questions below as honestly as you can.
Yes

No

1. Have you taken the time to educate yourself about the psychological factors that are
important to female athletes?

Yes

No

2. Have you educated yourself about the injuries and health issues that are more common in females,
and have you adjusted your training to take them into account?

Yes

No

3. Are you committed to the long-term development of ALL of the players on your team
or do you focus attention on those with the most talent?

Yes

No

4. Do you deliberately coach to create the best atmosphere for training and competing - instructing players
on what to do to improve rather than focusing on what they did wrong?

Yes

No

5. Do you create an inclusive team environment and actively manage relationships between and among players?
Do ALL players feel welcomed and appreciated for what they bring to the team.

Yes

No

6. Do you mix up partners and small groups during practice and training so that everyone trains with
everyone else and cliques don’t form.

Yes

No

7. Do you organize social opportunities for your team outside of formal training and competition so that
players really get to know each other?

Yes

No

8. Do you treat all of your players equally, with the same rules applying to your best and least talented
players if they break the rules?

Yes

No

9. Do you have ZERO tolerance for bullying, for harassment and for words or actions that show racism, or
lack of tolerance for players who are different because of race, religion, poverty, or other reason.

Yes

No

10. Do you treat ALL players with respect ALL of the time?

Count the number of “Yes” answers you gave yourself.

Score of 8-10

Score of 5-7

You understand how
to coach young
women to make
them feel part of
the team, and to
perform at their
best.

You are on the right
track, but need to
brush up on the latest
information on how
best to coach female
athletes.

Score of 2-4

Score of 0-1

Time to educate
yourself about coaching
females - and to put
what you learn into
practice.

Perhaps you should not
be coaching females
until you have updated
your coaching education.

Based in part on, “Recommendations for High Performance Coaches and Leaders
Canadian Association for the Advancement of Women and Sport and Physical Activity (CAAWS)
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Information for Coaches
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Information for Coaches
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Summary and Conclusions
If female footballers in Azerbaijan are to take their rightful place alongside their
male colleagues, and if the female game is to grow, then all coaches and sport
administrators need to better understand the needs of female players. Coaching
needs to be adapted to take into account the greater importance that female
players place on being accepted as a member of a team, and females need to feel
that they are safe from ridicule and abuse within the game. As the game grows,
female role models - players, coaches and officials - need to be better known in the
country, and their work formally recognized.
The female game is young, with a promising future at both the recreational
and competitive level, and in the not too distant future the Azerbaijan Woman’s
National Team will make its first appearance at the Women’s World Cup, and that
will be a proud day for the women of Azerbaijan and for the country.
For those wishing to learn more, good places to start are:
For football in Azerbaijan: www.affa.az
For football in Europe: www.uefa.com
For football Worldwide: www.fifa.com
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